An element a in a ring R is called left morphic if there exists b ∈ R such that 1 R (a) = Rb and 1 R (b) = Ra. R is called left morphic if every element of R is left morphic. An element a in a ring R is called left π-morphic (resp., left G-morphic) if there exists a positive integer n such that a n (resp., a n with a n = 0) is left morphic. R is called left π-morphic (resp., left G-morphic) if every element of R is left π-morphic (resp., left G-morphic). In this paper, the G-morphic problem and π-morphic problem of group rings are studied.
S = R ⊕ R, then λ = (1,xb) ∈ S (where b ∈ F, but b ∈ F) is left G-morphic, but not left morphic.
The question of when a group ring is morphic was studied by Chen et al. [6] . In this paper, we investigate when a group ring is π-morphic (resp., G-morphic). In Section 2, several general results about π-morphic and G-morphic group rings are obtained. In Section 3, necessary and sufficient conditions for RG to be left G-morphic are also given, where R = Z n , G is a finite Abelian group. In particular, we prove that if G is a finite Abelian group or a finite p-group, r 1, then Z p r G is π-morphic.
All rings in this paper are associative rings with identity. Let R be a ring and let G be a group. We denote by RG the group ring of G over R. The following concepts in group rings play very important roles in our discussion and will be used frequently later. For any element u = Σa i g i ∈ RG, where a i ∈ R, g i ∈ G, the augmentation of u, denoted by (u), is defined by (u) = Σa i . The augmentation ideal of RG, denoted by Δ(G), is defined by Δ(G) = {u ∈ RG | (u) = 0}. If G is a cyclic group generated by g, then Δ(G) = RG(1 − g). For any finite subgroup H of G, H is defined to be H = ∀h∈H h. When H is a normal subgroup, H is a central element in RG. For any group element g ∈ G of finite order, define g by
So if G is a finite cyclic group, then G is always left morphic in RG. For more background knowledge about group rings, we refer readers to [7, 8] .
General results
In this section, several general results about π-morphic and G-morphic group rings are given.
Theorem 2.1. Let R be a ring and let G be a locally finite group. If RG is left π-morphic (resp., left G-morphic), then R is left π-morphic (resp., left G-morphic).
Proof. For any a ∈ R, since a is left π-morphic (resp., left G-morphic) in RG, there exist a positive integer n (resp., a n = 0) and u ∈ RG such that l RG (a n ) = RGu and l RG (u) = RGa n . Let u = n i=1 a i g i and H = g 1 ,...,g n . Since G is a locally finite group, H is a finite group. Since a n u = ua n = 0, we have a n (u) = (a n u) = 0 and (u)a n = (ua n ) = 0, where (u) is the augmentation of u. Thus Rb ⊆ l R (a n ) and Ra n ⊆ l R (b), where b = (u). Next we show that in fact, Rb = l R (a n ) and Ra n = l R (b). So a is left π-morphic (resp., left G-morphic) in R, and thus R is left π-morphic (resp., left G-morphic).
Let x ∈ l R (a n ). Then x ∈ l RG (a n ) = RGu, so x = vu, v ∈ RG. Taking the augmentation on both sides, we obtain
Comparing the coefficients of the identity on both sides, we obtain that y = a e a n ∈ Ra n , and so l R (b) ⊆ Ra n . This implies that l R (b) = Ra n . Therefore, a is left π-morphic (resp., left G-morphic) and so is R. 
..,g n . Since G is locally finite, H is a finite group. By the assumption, RH is left π-morphic (resp., left G-morphic). Since u ∈ RH, there exist a positive integer n (resp., u n = 0) and c ∈ RH such that l RH (u n ) = RHc and l RH (c) = RHu n . Since u n c = cu n = 0, we have RGc ⊆ l RG (u n ) and RGu n ⊆ l RG (c). We next show that the other inclusions also hold.
Let
This shows that u is left π-morphic (resp., left G-morphic) in RG, and therefore RG is left π-morphic (resp., left G-morphic).
Recall that a group G is called a semidirect product of H by
Proof. We show that for any a ∈ RK, a is left π-morphic (resp., left G-morphic) in RK. Since a is left π-morphic (resp., left G-morphic) in RG, there exist a positive integer n (resp., a n = 0) and u ∈ RG such that l RG (a n ) = RGu and l RG (u) = RGa n . Let u = u i k i , where u i ∈ RH, k i ∈ K (since G = H K, the expression of u is unique) and a n = a j k j where a j ∈ R.
We will show that l RK (a n ) = RKb and l RK (b) = RKa n . So a is left π-morphic (resp., left G-morphic) in RK, and thus RK is left π-morphic (resp., left G-morphic).
Let ω : G → G/H be the natural group homomorphism. We extend ω to a ring homomorphism (still denote it by ω). That is, ω :
. Since a n b ∈ RK, we conclude that a n b = 0. Similarly, ba n = 0. This shows that RKb ⊆ l RK (a n ) and RKa n ⊆ l RK (b). We next show that the other inclusions also hold.
This shows that l RK (a n ) ⊆ RKb, and thus l RK (a n ) = RKb.
Since H ∩ K = {1}, the expression of wa n is unique. Comparing the coefficients of the identity h 0 = e in (2.1), we obtain y = u 0 a n ∈ RKa n . Thus l RK (b) ⊆ RKa n , and therefore l RK (b) = RKa n .
From now on, we always assume that G is a finite group. 
Abelian group rings
In this section, we discuss when an Abelian group ring RG is left π-morphic (resp., left G-morphic). ( Proof. We will prove (3)⇒ (1) " (1)
" (2) 
is a local Artinian ring, so the Jacobson radical of this group ring is nilpotent. This ring is a left special ring, and then it is left morphic by Huang and chen [5 
) is G-morphic. This contradicts the result of Theorem 2.6. Therefore, p 2 i α, and thus G pi is cyclic. Remark 3.6. According to Proposition 3.4 and Theorem 3.5, the following group rings are not G-morphic:
But by Theorem 2.7, the above group rings are all π-morphic. Proof. If a ∈ R is left morphic, there exists b ∈ R such that l R (a) = Rb and l R (b) = Ra.
Since ba = ab = 0, we have RGb ⊆ l RG (a) and RGa ⊆ l RG (b). We next show that the other inclusions also hold. Let x ∈ l RG (a), x = r j g j , where r j ∈ R, g j ∈ G. Then r j g j a = 0 or (r j a)g j = 0, so all r j a = 0. Thus r j ∈ Rb and r j = r j b, r j ∈ R. Therefore, x = (r j b)g j = r j g j b ∈ RGb. This shows that l RG (a) ⊆ RGb, and thus l RG (a) = RGb.
Using a similar proof, we can show that l RG (b) ⊆ RGa, and thus l RG (b) = RGa. So a is left morphic in RG.
Recall that if n = p u n 1 , (n 1 , p) = 1, we denote that p u n. We have p r−t | C n m n 1 . Since (p,n 1 ) = 1, (p r−t ,n 1 ) = 1, so p r−t | C n m . Proposition 3.9. Let p be a prime number and let G be a finite Abelian group. If for some r, t 1, x ∈ Z p r (C p t × G) = Z p r ( g × G), then x p r ∈ Z p r (C p t−1 × G) = Z p r ( g p × G).
